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Pollution impact is clear now, 
and likely to worsen in the future



Plastic pollution: the challenges associated with 
identifying sources and targets



Studies of plastics involve heavy work for collection and 
for quantification by hand counting

Tow net with filter at end

Contents emptied 

Hand-Counted on ShipFurther Lab Analysis

Hand Counting For Thousands Of Samples, 
When Easy To See!!!!!



“Micro”: usually <5mm, most often <5um

“Microplastics”: brake down from mega/
macroplastics (plastic bags, packing 
pellets) 

Some definitions
(for the plastic pieces difficult to see)

“Microfibers”: type of microplastics 
sometimes coming from brake down of 
larger pieces, but more often produced as 
is (from synthetic fabric, textile)… and 
usually <5um



Produced by shedding of synthetic garment (spandex, nylon, 
polyester…), especially during washing and drying

So small that it gets ingested and 
penetrates cells and tissues (found in fish 
filets), with unknown health consequences





So small that it gets ingested 
and penetrates cells and 

tissues (found in fish filets), 
with unknown health 
consequences (yet)

Synthetic microfibers are 
highly charged, they are 
highly reactive, and good 

absorber of pollutants 

Microfibers are 
beautifully fluorescent



Fluorescence imaging to identify plastic in sample 

Prototype	
Set-Up

Sample	Image	and	ID	from	image	
processing	(automated	“face”	recognition)	

Leaf	Piece
Styrofoam Wrapper	

with	Paint

Cellophane

AMI: Automated 
Microplastics Imaging

(including	microfibers!)
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Samples of water/snow, sediment, air, 
organisms being analyzed from around the 

world… a unique network of colloaborations~!

Draken 
Expedition



Instrument for fast automated quantification of 
Microfibers is implemented (AMI)

Microfibers analyzed “everywhere”, from diversity of samples
Microfibers monitored in various environments: 
Aquatic, atmospheric, organisms, sediments

What to 
do now ?



Changing the mindset of R&D between 
academia and industry (more collaboration)

Address properties of the core material

Address functionalisation of raw material with 
chain of chemicals treatments







Address functionalisation of raw material with 
chain of chemicals treatments

Raw material 
(cellulosic fibers or 

synthetic fibers)

Functionalisation of fibers
(UV protectant, dye coloration, 

water repellant, …)

Assembly for final product
(structural change, final 

chemical treatment)

Degradation, toxicity

Degradation, toxicity

Degradation, toxicity



Light to track physiological (sub-lethal) health

Microplastics & microfiber research, 
biodegradation 

Royer et al. (2018). doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0200574

Ecotoxicology

http://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0200574


Take-home message

Microfibers are different than microplastics

Microfibers are “ubiquitous”

Microfibers require global assessment

Is pollution related to functionalisation steps?

Microfibers… toxic effects?



Thank you !

Students (>125): undergraduates, graduates, volunteers from UCSD 
or other local universities (USD, SDSU) and international institutions 

(Canada, Italy, France, Germany,...)

Biomimicry for Emerging Science and Technology Initiative
The BEST Initiative @SIO



Microfibers: summary video on U-tube

The story of microfibers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqkekY5t7KY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqkekY5t7KY

